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Testimony given in closed hearing

Shaffer counseled' for job policies
By Mark Dodosh
and
Cart Haiku
Campus Safety Director Dale F
Shaffer has been 'counseled" since
1972 by Coordinator of Human
Resources Vivian M Lawyer for his
department's policies toward equal
opportunity employment. The News
has learned

That revelation came during ll'j
hours of testimony Oct. 31 during
which it was alleged that Campus
Safety discriminates in its promotion
policies
The hearing, involving I'niversity
administrators and representatives of
the Ohio Civil Service Employes
Association lOCSEAi. took place in a
9th-floor meeting room in the

Administration Building. It was closed
and unpublicized
The allegations stem from the
promotion of a young Campus Safety
officer and the reduction in position of
a 40-year-old black patrolwoman
A source said "counseling" involves
an informal talk with persons whose
attitudes toward minority employment
are questionable
Lawyer would not comment
yesterday on the nature of the
testimony given Oct 31
Shaffer was unavailable for
comment yesterday, and had earlier
refused all comment on the hearing
Shaffer reportedly walked out of the
hearing after less than one houi
because a court stenographer was
taking notes on the proceedings
The controversy centers around the
promotion of Patrolman John Gleason
to "acting sergeant" and the reduction
in position of former Patrolwoman
Charlotte Starnes.
Starnes. along with three other
senior officers, filed a grievance with
the University Dec. 12. 1(73. charging
discrimination in promotion following
Gleason s elevation.
She was later reassigned as a police
dispatcher
Starnes and her attorney requested
the three-person arbitration panel to
"require the I'niversity ito) order
sexist and racist remarks to cease
being used by the personnel in 'he
Campus Safety division." according to

a summary submitted to the panel
Starnes' counsel. Mary C.T Bavis of
Columbus, is an attornev representing
OCSEA
The summary further requested the
panel to require the I'niversity and
specifically Director Shaffer itol
cease attempting to drum out' the only
black female officer in the
department "
The summary ended by asking that
Campus Safety "cease violating the
civil service laws of Ohio, the Equal
Employment Opportunities guidelines
and Federal and State Civil Rights
Acts
Starnes' position was reduced after
she reportedly failed to meet Campus
Safety firing range requirements using
a standard-issue two-inch barrel
handgun
Starnes contended in the hearing that
she could not qualify with the shortbarrel weapon because of a job-related
eye injury, sources said
The sources added that Starnes and
her attorney asserted that the firing
range test was not valid because she
was not allowed to use a weapon with a
four-inch barrel, which one witness
testified was a more accurate
handgun.
A list of stipulations submitted to the
panel by Starnes' attorney included a
statement that she "can adequately
fire a four-inch weapon and Mr
Shaffer has no evidence to the
contrary"

James Holden. a representative of
the
Ohio
Department
ol
Administrative Services ami a witness
at the hearing, told The News that
Bowling Green is the only state school
in Ohio that requires its uniformed
officers to use short-barrel weapons
A letter dated Jan 17. 1974 and
signed by lormer Campus Safety
Director James E Saddens was
submitted stating that he had
witnessed racist and scxisl slatemenls
made by Shaffer
Saddoris. contacted last week, would
not comment on the details of the
letter
But The News learned that a portion
of Saddoris' letter said that lie and
another man were talking to Shaffer
when Shafler made such statements
"Mr. Shaffer shocked both of us by
stating that he did not want any
women on the police department,
especially black women
Saddons
letter read
But Vice President of Opcr.ilions ,1
Claude Scheuerman, Shaffer's
immediate superior, said yesterday he
"saw no signs ol racism or sexism on
the part ol Mr Shaffer "
Scheuerman reportedly was forced
to defend Campus Safety alter Shalfer
walked out of the hearing
Scheuerman is resigning his poll in
July
He also said yesterday he will not
necessarily be bound by any
recommendations the panel might

make because promotion procedures
are state administrative policy and not
law
The Gleason controversy involves his
promotion to "acting sergeant"
despite the fact that he did not have the
four years' experience required in
section 7094 of the Ohio Department of
State Personnel class specifications
for the sergeant's post
Scheuerman said yesterday,
however, that Gleason was eligible for
promotion because the state
regulations were only guidelines and
not statutes
He also contended that "seme senior
members lof Campus Safety I were not
adequately trained and their styles had
become obsolete." and that they were
therefore not qualified for promotion
Starnes and her attorney reportedly
claimed in the hearing that the senior
Officer! were qualified She presented
letters of commendation to the panel
as evidence of her ability as a
policewomen, sources said.
Sources also said testimony was
given that an acting" position refers
only to temporary,
short-term
vacancies due to illness or vacations.
Holden told The News that putting
(ileason in the "acting" position "was
excluding other people Irom the job.
Sources reported that the panel's
recommendations about Gleason and
Starnes will probably be issued before
Thanksgiving

Council delays calendar option decision
By Rose Hume
Managing Editor

A youngster gets a twinging lift from his big sister during a
spirited playtime in Fountain Square in downtown Cincinnati.
The afternoon sun casts a long shadow on the patterned
pavement in the square. (AP Wirephoto)

Academic Council yesterday tabled a
motion to adopt an early-in calendar
for 1975-76 to enable Council to obtain
more input on the proposal from
students and faculty.
Glenn Van Wormer. assistant vice
provost for institutional planning,
represented the Academic Calendar
Committee in presenting two calendar
options Plan A called for fall quarter
to start Tuesday, Sept. 23. and include
Columbus Day and Veterans Day
holidays Winter quarter would begin
Monday. Jan. 5, and spring quarter
would start Monday. March 29.
Plan B called for a Monday, Sept. 8
start with fall quarter ending Friday.
Nov. 21, and .including only the
Columbus Day holiday Winter quarter
would be interrupted after three weeks
for Christmas break and would end
Friday, Feb. 27. Spring quarter would
start Monday, March 8. and end
Thursday. May 20
DR. KARL M. SCHURR, professor
of biology, reminded Council that a
similar calendar option had been

debated annually for the past four or
five years He said research among
students had indicated that said better
job opportunities are available with an
early end to spring quarter.
James L Galloway, director of the
Office of Career Planning and
Placement, said seniors and graduate
students who graduate in June may be
at an employment disadvantage
because some companies begin
training programs in early June before
University students have graduated
He added that students with summer
jobs often find those jobs ending on
Labor Day and are stuck with two or
three weeks at the end of the summer
during which they cannot earn money
He added that the date when a
student is available for employment
usually is more important than the
date of application.
Graduate student representatives to
Council contended that a split winter
quarter would lie detrimental to the
academic atmosphere, but Provost
Kenneth W. Rothe asked if the split
wouldn't increase academic work time
by allowing for extended research for
papers or projects
VAN WORMER SAID the loss of

transfer students because ol the early
starting date for winter quarter
probably would not be significant since
most winter quarter transler students
are not enrolled in I.ill quarter classes
at any institution
Dr. Rothe urged both faculty and
student members ol Council to collect
reactions and inlormation from their
constituents on calendar preference
before Councils next meeting Dec 4
Council also backed day-long
University conference on values and
evaluation They passed a motion
asking that the conference be held on a
Wednesday
Council, however, defeated motions
calling for cancellation of classes on
evaluation day They first defeated a
motion requiring that classes be held,
then defeated a motion canceling
classes and finally passed a motion
leaving the decision to hold classes up
to the individual professors.
The conference, originally proposed

by the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee, tentatively will include
workshops, small group meetings and
lectures Evaluation processes at the
University as well as between the
Board of Regents, the legislature,
other systems and the University
should be included in the format

WRITERS
IN RESIDENCE
Writers In Residence begins its
2nd year of publication in this
issue of the News. The series
features
contributions
from
writers In and around this area.
See pages 3 and 4.

SGA service projects include
student mailboxes, scholarships
Editor's Note: Tbe following is the
tad la a three-part series on service
projects oa which Student Government
Association officers and senators are
working. Part three will appear
tomorrow.
By Dave Davis
Staff Reporter
Student Government Association
(SGAI student senators are engaged in
service projects that range from the
establishment of on-campus mailboxes
for off-campus students to scholarships
funded with money from student car
registrations and parking fines.
Jerri A. Sanderson, student senator.

Weather
Mostly cloady. windy aad cold
with taow flurries likely today aad
chance of a few flurries tonight
Highs today in the mid 3*s and
lows tonight la the upper Zts
Partly cloedy aad cold tomorrow
with diminishing winds Highs in
the mid aad apper 3ts. Probability
of precipitation 71 per cent today
aad M per ceat to nig hi

is working with Ric Griebling.
assistant coordinator of state and
community affairs, to establish
mailboxes for off-campus students,
preferably in the Union, she said.
Sanderson said the University could
save about $17,000 a year in mailing
costs since it sends about 17.000 letters
a year to of f -campus students
THE MAILBOX project, initiated by
Butch Murnane. coordinator of state
and community affairs, will eventually
allow off-campus students to receive
various information flyers available to
on-campus students via campus mail,
she said
Sanderson said there has been
concern expressed by University
officials about placing bills and
validation cards in the unlocked
mailboxes The officials are afraid
these items might be stolen, but these
problems could be worked out. she
said.
Sanderson also said she met with the
Health Center Advisory Committee
Sunday night which decided to provide
a pamphlet describing Health Center
procedures
Health Center personnel opinions
about that students can expect from
them should be included in the
pamphlet, she said
"Some of the so-called negative
aspects of the Health Center will also
be explained, such as tbe long waiting
times," she said

"The time factor can't be helped
because of the number of students
involved.'' she continued.
THE PAMPHLET will also make
clear that students should consult their
private doctors for more personal
service, she added.
Sanderson said she has future plans
to meet with the advisory committee,
along with Larry S. Imely. another
student senator involved in this
project, to help the committee decide
what the proper budget should be for
the center next year.
"These recommendations will be
taken to the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations to stress the
need for more money to improve
health services." she said.
Imely said be is also working on tbe
establishment of scholarships that
would use money from the budget of
Parking Services or Campus Safety.
"It's about time the money for car
registrations and tickets is
rechanneled to students," Imely said.
THE SCHOLARSHIPS would pay
tuition and general fees for three
students per quarter, be said. The
criteria for receiving tbe scholarships
has not yet been determined.
Imely said he will submit tbe
proposal by tomorrow to Dr. Stuart
Givens, chairman of tbe financial aid
committee.
Jon R Dorfmeyer said be has been

"frustrated" in his efforts to arrange
an evaluation of food services.
Dorfmeyer said he is frustrated
because Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, vice
president of resource planning whom
Dorfmeyer must work through, "is
busy with his own job
DORFMEYER SAID he wants a full
investigation of food services from
student employment to the meal
coupon system which University
administrators seem to favor.
He said he has received the backing
of the Board of Trustees who have
agreed to pay for any food service
evaluations.
"The board has recognized it as a
more significant problem than they
have in the past," he said
Dormeyer said he expects the
evaluating firms to be on campus
sometime winter quarter.
DENISE A. DARTT has finished
working with Mortar Board to get the
new formula for graduation honors
delayed until June 1978. tbe date of
graduation for present freshmen.
The formula limited the number of
S/U hours a student could take and still
receive honors at graduation.
Dartt said she is working on the
establishment of departmental student
unions but response has been slight
She said she is in the process of
letting up a meeting with those
interested in student unions

Heading home for Thanksgiving soon? Maybe a superbike
similior to this is just what is needed to get home in style. The
10-speod bike, with a few extras, makes a handy carry-all.
(AP Wirephoto)
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ding policies

eDITGRiaLS
buy cushion
City council must move swiftly to purchase a rescue safety cushion.
The cushion is designed to speed evacuation from tall buildings in the
event of a fire or other emergencies The cushion can be inflated and
ready for use in 40 seconds
The cushion is sorely needed by the Bowling Green safety forces. If
either of Offenhauer Towers should catch fire the Bowling Green Fire
Department would be ill-prepared to evacuate the facilities if the exits
were blocked.

The immediate need for the cushion from a safety standpoint is
obvious, but there is also a financial motive for its immediate purchase.
The cushion now costs $5,000, but city Safety Director Howard Flutter
said the cushions will shortly increase in price The city should purchase
the cushion to avoid paying extra later
The need for the cushion is obvious Fires are tragic, but they are even
more tragic if safety force aren't prepared to handle them.

return to priority
The U.S. House of Representatives Tuesday passed a bill which will
assure that all public water systems meet minimum national safedrinking standards.
It'a about time Since the energy crisis the government has been
holding back anti-polution legislation because of moaning by industry.
Recent reports that up to 66 cancer-causing agents have been found in
the drinking water of New Orleans. Washington and Cincinnati probably
helped the representatives make up their minds.
The bill empowers the Knvironmental Protection Agency (EPA) to set
federal standards regarding harmful contaminants and set up a joint
federal-state system to enforce compliance with the standards.
The bill also authorized J156.5 million for EPA research and assistance
to states. Although federal spending must be cut in some areas, there
must be no cuts or compromises concerning our environment.
When the full force of the energy crisis struck, environmental
problems were shoved aside in the interest of keeping the country
running.
Perhaps the passage of the safe-drinking water bill by the House
heralds the return of environmental legislation as a major priority in the
eyes of Congress.

scapegoat
Laughter permeated the Watergate courtroom when a tape was played
that indicated some Nixon aides thought scapegoating would solve their
problem.
For John D. Ehrlichman and II.R. Haldeman to even think of using
John N. Mitchell as a sacrificial lamb may be comic in retrospect, but
the tragic elements of such a request outweigh the humor.
Such a consideration could draw momentary pity from a jury for
government officials with grossly degenerated moral values.
As Judge John J Sirica said, the Watergate case will be sad for many
people. But no one can feel much sorrow for men who let a thirst for
power blind them to what is just
•

■

ground rules
for drivers
By Bruce Burr
413 Andenon Hall
Guest Student Columnist

This is my last step in a battle that
I'm sure to lose But having nowhere
else to turn, and wishing others to
avoid a similar situation. I rest my
case with The News
In student teaching this quarter. I
drove a good deal out of my way to
deliver a girl iwho. for clarity's sake.
I'll call Dianei to her school. She
agreed to pay two cents a mile for the
total mileage of the week This is one
sixth of the recommended price for
mileage
Mechanical problems with my car
forced me to ask Diane to find another
rid* in order to save driving the extra
miles to deliver her and pick her up
The problem lies in the fact that now
this rider refuses to pay for two weeks
worth of trips to her school She says
that the price I asked was too high and
that she already paid me enough in the
previous two weeks to compensate for
her not paying for her two weeks of
free riding
THE BG NEWS
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I'VE TRIED patience, reasonable
explanations, and now I'm reduced to
using sheer embarrassment to get
Diane to pay It's been four weeks now.
and she still refuses to pay for an
agreement which she said that she
would meet (an agreement which
another passenger fulfills faithfully
each week!.
What really burns me is being strung
along under gentlemen's agreement,
and then dumped There is a lesson to
be learned
Drivers
1 ) Set your price in advance so that
if your riders don't agree, they can find
another ride Be fair, but reasonable
when setting your price. Going rate is
12 cents a mile, if that is any help You
are a passenger and should share,
equally, the cost with your riders The
driver can't expect a free ride.
2 I Make payments due before you
take your riders to their destination
I EX. Pay on Friday for the past week,
or no ride on Monday I People will
make arrangements to have the money
i( their ride depends on it
3 i Some people never grow up. Tell
your riders if they can't meet the price
that you need to operate your car they
should find another ride instead of
taking you for a ride by mooching and
then not paying Be firm Granted,
money problems pop up, but no one is
doing you a favor by putting extra
miles on your car
Riders:
1 I If you don't like the prices, either
grin and bear it or find another ride
Don't take advantage of someone's
good nature and then refuse to pay.
2. i As long as you ride with the
driver under preset and I stress preset) prices, you are obligated to pay
him as soon as you travel that first
mile Don't be petty enough to refuse
to pay after you have already used the
services of another.
3.) If you don't like the price, simply
don't ride with the driver If you aren't
mature enough to meet a preset
agreement, don't waste someone else's
time and money entering into it.
I seriously doubt that this will
embarrass Diane (you know who you
really are i into paying her end of a preset agreement. It is my hope that my
experience with this person may
prevent future drivers and riders from
running into a similar situation. Set the
ground rules and stick to them.
Happy motoring'

WASHINGTON Despite the
election's liberalizing effect 'on
national policy. President Ford is not
without hope or a battle plan, for
dealing with the heavily Democratic
Congress that takes over in January.
True, he suffered some serious
disappointments
Many of his conservative Republican
pals went down to defeat. Several just
barely survived., Notably Rouse
Republican leader John Rhodes ol
Arizona and Michigan's Edward
Hutchlnson. ranking Republican on the
House Judiciary Committee.
Ford's personal campaigning in a
score of states gained him Ultie -Even
his hometown voters' ignored Ford's
plea to elect a Republican to his old
House seat from Grand Rapids
The voters, likewise, rejected Foil's
demand for an anti-spending Congress
If they did not quite elect a "veto
proof'' Congress as Ford warned was
possible, it is only because voters
sensed from the beginning that this
was only a straw issue
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five years in Congress without learning
something The old Democratic
chairmen will be back In power. Most
of them are conservative on spending
issues and many are his friends.
They will need help to withstand the
pressure of the more liberal
Democratic majorities on their
committees Ford is in a position to
provide presidential assistance to
these embattled chairmen and he will
do just that

THIS LOOMS as Ford's best way to
exert leverage on the scope and price
of major bills before they reach the
floors of the House and Senate for final
action.
It may be Ford's only way to avoid
being confronted with an exorbitant
number of budget-busting bills
demanding his veto.
Democratic liberals, of course, are
not unaware of the strategy that Fordwill use in concert with the
conservative chairmen So the liberals
will be working harder than ever to
blunt Ford's strategy
The result will be some major
battles inside the committees between
the social spenders and the budget
balancers These battles will see the
Democratic presidential hopefuls
aligned on one side and Ford on the
other
The new Congress, therefore, will be

the first battleground of the 1*76
presidential campaign.
Some of the great issues of that
campaign will be shaped on Capitol
HB1 during the coming two years-tax
reforms, welfare policy, national
health insurance. Soviet-American
nuclear parity and naturally, the
most urgent issue of all: whether
America should spend its way back to
prosperity or get there through belttightening policies
One thing seems perfectly clear The
voters have mandated Congress to
come up with a solution to the nation's
economic woes If the Democrats in
Congress fail the test, they will not be
able to put all the blame on a
Republican President.
For Jerry Ford, that could be a real
plus
Copyright. 1174. Detroit News
I'aiversal Press Sysdic.tr

ON THE SURFACE, the new
Congress represents a decided till
toward higher spending rather than
less It's quite likely that Ford's 1975
budget proposals will he exceeded by
the Democrats in domestic and social
areas as a means' of '.countering i
recession and correcting program •
deficiencies they could not mandate on
the Nixon White House.
Simultaneously, the increased
Democratic strength means major
reductions in military spending. Even
some previously pro-military
Democrats such as Senators John
Stennis and John McClellan already
have indicated that the current
Pentagon budget is too high.
So the odds are that the new
President and the even newer Congress
will be at loggerheads on federal
spending for both social and defense
needs.
Ford, however, did not spend twenty-'

ueirers
solution
1 have the solution for everyone
having trouble or being afraid of
crying Ridge Street.
It amazes me that people attending
an organization of higher learning
must have a street completely closed
off in order to cross it safely It is such
a treacherous street, anyway Between
the stop signs at each block and the
crosswalks most cars reach a
maximum speed of 10 miles per hour
Pedestrians on Bowling Green
streets must think it is smart to walk
right out into the road with no regard
to oncoming cars. This is quite a
dangerous habit to practice in most
other cities, where drivers certainly
will not be expecting it
Now for my solution. It's a wonder
that all of the intelligent minds of the
University haven't come up with it
already. It's very basic and it's
something our mommies and daddies
should have taught us when we were
four. Even animals learn it It's called
"Look BOTH ways before crossing "
But if some people can't seem to
master that little trick, the University
could always construct an over- or
under-pass similar to those used for
grade schools
Scott Flaugher
913 Findley Street
Perrysburg. Ohio

$15 increase
not enough
Last Thursday The BG News
editorialized for a $15 increase in the
general fee instead of a OS increase,
since "the 30"i increase would cover
the inflationary damage., and leave
some breathing room' in case of a
continuing inflationary trend "
1 must disagree with this surface
analysis by The News; had it looked
deeper into the situation. It would have
found that a $15 increase will simply
not be enough.
From my experience as a member of
last year's Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations. I am aware.
of the many problems faced in
allocating the general fee monies.
Fixed costs such as salaries,
maintenance, repairs, and supplies
continue to skyrocket and squeeze ever
harder the amount left over for
cultural programs and student
activities.
A $15 increase might take care of
inflation in these costs for a couple of
years, but surely no . longer
Meanwhile, no additional money could
be spent on the types of programs that
students want most- concerts.
activities, intramurals. and other
projects. Also, there could be no
Improvement in such basic things as
health services, for inflation has driven
the price of additional staff and

i

supplies through the ceiling.
THE $15 increase might at most
restore seryices^to.an.a.cjjeDlahle level,
but even that is doubtful. Costs
continue to-'rts*' so qWekly that a
minimum increase of $25 is necessary
if students want to have any kind of
cultural activities or health service
within a few years.
Inflation is hard on everybody, but
students get only what they pay for
Unless the general fee is drastically
increased, students will eventually
wind up getting precious little for their
general fee dollar.
Edward Diener
1451CloughSt
Apt. 106A

both right
Don't be so hard on me. for we do
indeed worship and adore the same
Lord
But in no regard, by no means can
Jesus be referred to as an "only"
anything, as you have so wronglyaccused me of believing.
My letter was a reaction directly to
the dry. dead Christianity portrayed in
The BG News. And I certainly could
not pretend to summarize, or even
begin to reflect the FULLNESS of
Christ in a mere few paragraphs.
Your letter, as printed, was
commendable' in pointing out the
misdirection in mine, but it does not
change the fact that Christ, for all His
supreme rationality, is risen, is living
and does give joyous fulfillment
YKS ■ intellectual and cultural
relevance " He is all the more precious
for His BASIS in stable reality.
It is the hugeness of our God that
makes neither ol us wrong, and both of
us right
Diana Sainsbury
221 Dunbar

ocseo's record
As the largest organization of public
employes in Ohio, Ol 'SKA has been the
most effective in securing benefits and
protecting jobs for employes at BGSU
as well as the other state universities,
agencies and departments.
The 700 OCSEA members at BGSU
have working in their behalf OCSEA s
legislative team that has won more
benefits for public employes than all of
its competitors combined. OCSEA has
sponsored or supported nearly every
benefit that Ohio public employes have
received for over 30 years.
In 1974 alone, the OCSEA team
obtained 50 new benefits, for Ohio
public employes, such as increased
wages, seniority and improved
retirement benefits.
OCSEA members at BGSU also have
at their disposal a staff of legal
advisers that in the past year has
represented more than 400 members

membership selections and the general
fee
My selection as alternate to the
Advisory Committee for the General
Fee Allocation and existence as
approximately one-fifteen thousandth
of BGSU are the two perspectives from
which I speak
First, in response to claims of
unfairness in the selection process, I
felt the process was designed as
objectively as was possible, by a group
of human beings in the dilemma of
subjective choice
Personal bias probably played some
( I RRENT1 Y OCSEA is fighting , part But to change the selections or
the selection committee is merely to
against the contracting out of civil
replace one set of limited values by
service jobs at Kent State University
another. The entire question of which
where jobs formerly held by university
values are valid rests, in my eyes, with
employes were contracted to an
the students supplying the money. No
outside firm.
small committee necessary, except to
Because the outcome ol the Kent
tabulate our choices
State case could affect many jobs at
state universities throughout the state
MY PURPOSE in signing up for the
OCSEA had taken the fight to the Ohio
committee was to encourage a
Supreme Court to insure that employes
complete re-evaluation of priorities
at BGSU and the other universities get
through the use of all-campus
the fair and equal treatment they
referendums 1 pictured distributing
deserve
..
, .
information and ballots perhaps in BG
Everything. _ QCSEA
has
News inserts and stamping validation
accomplished is a matter of record:
cards at collection points. The
this is why OCSEA continues to grow in
feedback I received at a "mock"
spite of efforts by its competitors to
budget meeting during the selection
discredit its accomplishments.
process was that this was too
expensive: the students too apathetic
Ray T. Malone
That is what past experience tells the
University Labor
committee. (Five-of nine of the new
Relations Adviser
selections have "past experience."!
Past experience speaks to me of the
necessity to try again anyway. The
recent Homecoming (Oh God. not
again l illustrates the growing
unreality of basic assumptions made
about "student priorities by planners
Time and again the students at
The increasing awareness of socioBGSU have shown their concern for
political groups demands an injection
others. This concern was evident Nov.
of equal and just representation in the
12. 13 and 14 when the campus Red
ratio of input and output. And. most
Cross blood drive collected 607 pints of
importantly, the inflation of costs
blood.
past, present, and future, tells me the
It was gratifying to note that manystakes are larger this year
more people expressed an interest in
Fifty dollars per quarter, per
giving. Unfortunately, we could not
student, translates into a round $2.4
handle any more donors at the time
million. With supplies and equipment
To all of those who gave, served as
for all present programs increasing 15
volunteers or asked about giving. I
per cent and employe salary demands
would like to express my appreciation
sure to rise because of Inflationary
for making the blood drive a success.
pressures, it is obvious someone is
The blood will or has already been
going to be unsatisfied IO the end.
used throughout northwest Ohio. Our
It may be some current programs
large collection is helping the Red
which were slashed back, some new
Cross to provide even better service to
groups still without funds, or some
area hospitals.
combination of the two. The only thing
Thanks again, students, faculty and
that seems fairly certain is that
staff of BGSU for caring enough to
students will be paying more whatever
"Give, the Gift of Life '
the outcome.
Mary Lou Bennett
SO MAKE some decisions with your
Student Coordinator
money Determine your priorities.
BGSU Bloodmobile
Send some empirical evidence of
where your values lie.
Discover if a student group is
responsive to your needs. Or sit back
and let a small group allot $3 4 million
As tomatoes and Ms Warwick*
of yours next year.
begin to fade as the campus
controversies. I would like to comment
Michael Weinberger
on the upcoming topic, the ACGFA
ACGFA alternate
before the State Personnel Board of
Review, taken law suits involving
members to courts in all areas of the
stale and the Ohio Supreme Court.
''
In an effort to regain our $10 million'
in back pay. OCSEA took the, case *tpyr
the U.S. Supreme Court. GC8EA?was
the only labor nrganiziion that
continued the back pay fight'to the top.
other organizations started the fight
but dropped their cases when the going
got tough Wbeh the well being of its
members are involved. OliSEA will
fight to the finish.

blood thanks

more fee
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Stewart p. lochman
WRITERS IN RESIDENCE
NUMBER 4

why i want to rape the doublemint twins

AUTUMN 1974
dots is all it is
a parade

Edited by Mark Sermon

leaping cheerleaders

tits bouncing

way fhe hell over here

:
■■

Howard McCord

fOf M FOR AN OLDER CHIID"

Carol Hc<kman

shot from guns

"A Magkan"

Frederick fckman
Befh Copotond
LynnF/e.schman
Susan Hawser

(freud hiding in the corner

"AUGUST DROUGHT"

sucking his thumb)

"for anno sextan",,

Gordon Anderson
Anita Skeen

is pain that happy

leaving for Ohio"

i never would have thought/

"looming Strokes"

David Shevin

"Fooled A« of fhe Time"

Jim DeSo/vo

The Knife Dream, flaming''

J. Gormhausan

largemouth

S le wari lochman
Scoff Mason

threatens

"UNRELATED STUFF"

"OaMar City Soifo" (an excerpt/1

LynnKostoff

Mark Grafe

red / blue /green /* block

"NOTHING IS TUUIRUT f VI»YTHING"

"CUTTING THI CORD"

the ball on the end of the stick

"why i want to rape the deubiement f wtne'

clutched in his fist

"discord Hii"
sequined thighs

pan one of "mofeness trilogy "

fran Doty 1 Mark Barman
Pittsburgh Don Dfugonski

ripping through

"ANNIVERSARY"

used grimaces contort into

"Ploy-Offs"

charades
a smile painted over
grinning death's-head lapels

WRITERS IN RESIDENCE begins its second year
of publication with this issue, and is intended to be a
viable voice for this community's writers. To be
published quarterly, the series will feature writers in

every ten minutes
the sudden grab at your throat

and around the area, as well as serving others.

to sell deodorant

Contributions and comments are welcome as good

because it has a good beat

communication for the free flow of the creative

(all ospirin really is alike)

processes involved. The editor is interested in seeing
your free flow. To submit, please send manuscripts
and

S.A.S.E.

to:

MARK

BERMAN.

DEPT..
BOWLING GREEN
GREEN. OHIO. 43402

UNIV..

it never changes/

ENGLISH
BOWLING

cancer reappears elsewhere
in a different form

WRITERS IN RESIDENCE is a member of CCLM.

•t

more terrified

This issue is for Anne Sexton, poet, Pulitxer Prise

eV the only cure is to pull the plug

winner < 1966) for Live or Die (poetry), author of
many volumes of verse, who passed away in October

-*>

0,th,syear

MA OMiLlfM
Pittsburgh dan

Beginning in January of 1975. WRITiRS IN

fran doty, mark barman

RESIDENCE announces fhe birth of its sister
publication,
broadsido,

BROADSIDE.
fhe

series

As

a

will

biweekly

Play-Offs

ANNIVERSARY

compfimenf

WRITERS IN RESIDENCE in allowing a wider

offstr i was so wrapped in my cellerators phlosphy thet town wui billboard
you hood ornment.

I walked the edge

base of publication with a varied formal.

,
....
each speed defines webways the light rebounding could escape

to touch the hinge your belly
is o gunner, seldom gets downcourt, turnover for travelling, everyone

alone for weeks new,

asks me if i play basketball i say i did but had my ankles run over

pulling your arm

as a joke.

away.

drHrence tween drive 6V passenge is one chromosome dummy cabs are
The breast would moot yours,

built for, head foka log fake anypart avoiding the hoop, box-stepping lank

would swing to touch you

warped as jai alai players run up walls not there, unseen pines topped thud

in soft hair

of sneakers crescendo.
10,000 semis head due west same instant earth skids

Why stare, or wonder?

SACs drive-in radar screen infested with blips eoch basketball used april 12,

It's not the lie
latin;

two points sexier than a meteor shower?
many truckers were jocks &

nor the return

watch tv when iheyre whoring

|ust my hand my mouth
seasonally falling,
come from the woods

Corel Heckman

without the flow of spirit

J. Garmhausen

THIS IS MY ANTIQUE TOASTER
toward spring:

UNRELATED STUFF

A poet

washed in the birth of thin years

I carried it 496 miles from Pennsylvania

before the heavy hour

1. Lump in throat maybe
the head

to Ohio. You have to watch II
As the toast burns quickly when the sides

wlH save us.

of the box
dose like a mouth. Yeu could burn

2. Oh they say afraid to break the mystery they find there

mark grafe

Yourself. Maybe

together in the weather feeding pigeons to eech ether.

get a shock

Part One of Maleness Trilogy

As the cord is very worn, frayed ends
3. It's always Breakfast before the Dawn.

A no cardboard protector

After Breakfast comes the light.

for the teeth
of the plug.

4. Tuesday. Events of the past appear as a dream. No loss

Sometimes it seems a waste

today. Might rain. Hollo. What's this?

probably the only people who
have the historical sense of
inevitable victory are the Americans
" - danis brogan

foe ding soft white slices
to those stive r jaws A

5. Are YOU ambitious? aggressive? confident? over S toot e? Be a cap.

Seeing them faH out chaired

We're looking for men en their way up

A smoking It's such
A delicate epeiation. My mother
gave me this machine

6. Apex Terminal Elevator.

Leaving home, she said
Be careful.

7. Second Coming of Christ October 15th.
Don't miss it

I grew up hating to tie my shoes
inevitably buying boots I learned alot
about life from crobgrass/and I dreamed
about cutting off my thumbs.

(two)
spread your hips

S I break into Childish Babbling, pop. 314.

Frederick Eckmon

there are only two ways to win an arguament.
so, spread your hips

9. Then I knew I had to tell her everything.

NOTHING IS TRUE BUT FVRRYTHINO

I told her everything.

(three)

10. Imagine

Before I ever heard of Geerg Friedrich Wtthelm Hegel,

Simile

I knew Charley Jenkins. Charley said, "Once I was ever to

Metaphor

Mandate * I asked a colored girl to go out in the cornfield

and D'artagnan

with me."

my mother used to send me to my
father so he could sit me
down and tell me how much
restraint was necessary.
in my lifetime I broke three windows
and lost my bicycle once

"Site did, * when we gal there, I took off my coat A

11. A discussion which, to this day, I can only fully comprehend

hong it en a corn stalk She said, Mister Jenkins, I

.

wouldn't da that was I you." I asked why net A she said,

12. "Good afternoon, I'm the Director of Clarity end we'd like to

'Causa we won't be cemin back dawn the same row.' "

have you removed."
13. Act like nothing happened.

I

.•w.

14. Not now. I'm m trouble with the law. Leek me up when I fat
my name cleared.

tf
*-••

\»
•WfTe>, • ftW MHssfl ft"*.

zmszSf^

asked him rf It was true He said, "No. cause that ain't
aft there wos to the story."

- '•—

damn them

(four)
wine is for taste
beer makes your hands drunk

(five)
I never got a scar

ftptt/thaAtMn* Titans***, MMM* It, tm
NUMBER 4

MUHTfftS 'N RESIDENCE

AUOUST DeXHJOHT

cam. fear weeki without rein,

when lleove,
the «r It defend reel

1*jwfVV ^w *tk ry f#f tfM ?•••••

It frightens ma bon.l.ss, tomalimat.
Y'know tho way your .art prick up

the Krepe ef mkt daw*

lik. a dog, aleno at night

ttfts
MM««

on tho prairio.

I* • prophecy

You think that tho pooplo
in the booth n.xl to you aro commitart.

>

Donald ft. Reddaway

Thoir halt tlant on Ih.ir haadt,

INU...
David Shavin

but ot Tk> Omm,

reeled AH of th. Tim.
Dan • crown ef »n

Ih.lr taath hava navar known bracot.
tparkt
lik. a big pitchor of croam
orange drink

in tho rafrigarator, you know

. 4.1k...
M thad thin, or mi

AU of in. lima

you won't latt out tho day.

plum colored car

ilrelth,

I am mavlng

You prickle intida.

fronch ftie>

>■§■! pluck IS. night air,

Uka io.tIn a tho.
So, you tit thara with toma tub-cutanaout lid.

a chooto burger

ploy a horp brlltl.

I plead tor lh« .mplyin« ai ih. cup
W#v •fiTtf# ft#M9.

rliaaai Uko
dried been*

alone except for

I watch IS. wall

ruthing up from your foot.

today't ne wipaper

•I alt Mi

You »it thara with your coffoa A cigaiettes,

and purta

and by goth

with your tplint.ring Saad.

BAOUNIONPACIFICSANTEFEOHIONORTHERNKNNSIYVANIA

t.m.lSIng »

tha chawt

Sappanlng

waving at the caboose
Scott Maton

la Sea* w | au id t
chant
Halflh.log

riting end failing

II

the rertle-preyer far rain.

diicord iiii

burning.

My nami is an it.

a Irifla misguided

4

Ma tain.

Howard McCord

Both Cop.land

but with affection
wo aro here to bo accutod

lie. N. Ufl Turn

CUTTING THE CORD

for whatever and

Driving hama al 3am.

POEM FOR AN OLDER CHILD

to learn that it't no good

faewry-svrfeced reads

to be good

Night it a boneless
Every night I unravel tha threads

(atl Hny damn (harp a* rasp*
at IS. oxpeted belly
after.

Laming stiok.t

from tho tky.

Anxiously

behaving lik. tmall animalt?
Anita Skaan

man banding down

Of our bedspread.

why are w. her.

Hit flesh rubs

Yank chenille loops at wo talk.

why do wo not laugh outloud but

on our houses.

rtto and touch ourtolvot,

Every morning I make amends, braid tha loose

taking it all like an old building,

Endt, lie thorn in clavar knott.

Hit eye wails outside
each window, hit hand

our ilick bodiot, ilaliciied in new thoot,
Itltapril

it tho wind breathing
Tonight tho cat criot in tho closet

following ut whorovor wo go.

again

gently at a locust

She criot liko a desperate baby.

w. ara tagathar
hay tar

for enne sexton

I am angry.

In in. damp

Ho waitt for you to

Hei claws run by stockings,

nighl

ttop talking, begin

Hor hunger tmethort my lap.

"Ik

■"• MVil •* you r fMfjffMM

to un-do tho buttons
Inside I fool

MttiM

Wants you to climb

Al if my tubes ara lied

I.
lam flat awl

slewly

At I leave you cry, curse, intitt

w. iwlm through

That I will roturn.

•UN pa alt ef moonlight

and pull him

■

ovor you

1

like air.

You cannot believe

and ct.nln« Inta sloop

I-

in bod

orawnd ma

My hands ara scissors

m the dark
yaw* tar shudders
awl
deadly boilaen.
yaw tuck tham dawn

Lvnn Kostuff
Dollar City Suite*

my eyes

*( excerpt from
A Reduction Suite)

I.
yaw taak tham dawn

Garden Anderson

noting my eyes
lam Hat out

Dollar City, your cities
are

dead.

Their

dimet into the tweet bluegreen

watert

of

tha

If it't fatt, it't good

Clearasil

track moving faster than a

I'm out of sorts.

(motto of Dollar City)...

Dollar City you leave me

Detroit

To

Wonder.

You've

Uavlng far Ohia

tombstones are at smooth

fountain!.

perpetually depressed and

nailed down the lid ef the-

(far Mike)

and worn at a bar of toap.

scream I twoar chlorine it

Inhabitant!,

mystified.

jack-in-the-box.

in the dark

liko a Buddhitt nightmare

an aphroditiac. I want to

Please note:

wear faster than anyone

Armstrong

left

your car thudd.ts

they've

rein-

maul them in your malls,

I have given up on you.

else's. Howard Johnson's

footprints

my

room.

and (rawing into tiaop

out

We (land in tha lole afternoon

been

I

want

to

Dollar

carnated,
undor one

contolidated
roof. When

Dollar
City.
Twelve,
thirteen, fourteen years

Again. I have no detire to

will

understand

you

flavor.

in

wnswr. af what to say

someone says "let s go to

old, I don't carol I want all

ways

Wo watch tha »wollowi

the

of

Again.

yaut car ihuddett

In their quick hungry flights

contracts from excitement

groupies

and my ears tweat. Dollar

their

City, I'm infatuated with

awl
Wa tmlla at oach othor,

my eyes

at tha tun,

mall!"

my

ttomach

them,

all

your

mall

I'm

or your
tho

red.

radials

only serve
I've

me one
lost

"Information

my

Please"

in

Your

Neil
his
living

streets

are

lined with philistines with
gonods

for

taste

buds.

grown

almanac. Rebecca has left

Your

apart.
My
constantly

nose
runs
My
second

the farm. Dick Tracy's on

ashtrays. I'm in a clean

tho

kitchen looking for block

and perky tongues, thoir

hand

froien.

smoking

your mall groupies. Thoir

diamond black hair, their

armpits have been sealed

Dollar City I've

lean

hard

pillow from Niagara Fall*

are formica.
guiltless
a*

hard

teonybopper

Dollar

tlinky

little

City,

little

all

bodies

moutht

with

We've

My

has

My

take.

Popeye's

his

spinach.
lest my

cametarias

are

heel marks. My fingernails
I am a*
my
self-

at tha sound ef caws

breasts and smooth brown

Virginia Slimt tucked cooly

for years. Your Age of
Enlightenment has blown

and your trench fries have

cleaning oven. Flies feed

•tamping In tha barn.

navels

in the cornera of. lot mo

a fuse. I won't walk on

given

in my bookcase I (tare out

Thoir breath it ps pure and

lay

your

your water let alone diink

water pistol

I wiH mkst tha way

•wool at the ringing of

fountains

them

it. I want a Winebogo too.

won't

you wear this farm.

your cath rogittert. Their

teach me the song of the

Gauguin once said that it

anymore Dollar City. Trick

I sometimes wander. I
do. I don't. I can't. I won't.

eyot
thine
like
half
dollars. Dollar City, I'd liko

cath register I want all of

he ever mentioned the
word love, it would crack

or

Perhaps it is my fault. I

anything.

lifestyle* ore a* white a*

doubt

to ball in your malls! My

Take my Matter Charge.

the teeth right out of hi*

your

much

eyes turn white and my

Mease.

until it become* familiar,

feet

bacomot our veket.

fluorotcent floon. I ttaro
and

I am flat awl
and craning bite tlaap

and

tHonca

at Mia dark

yaw tuck tham down

City

I Mnger longer than needed,
looking in the .Hence

dance
they

That tky.

Coolly

IS. ceier ef bleed and water,

tender

hot already begun to connect
yewr Sam. with mine; at though
the wind m

drive

me

on
ttare

They

fleshy
back.

with

them.

them
and

I'll buy
Bring

by
let

me

your
golf

my third set of dentures.
Your Poly-grip does no

orgasms in cash registers. I

dark. I've lost light of your

feel

missing

endt. I'm afraid in public

clubs,

mallburgort,

good.

as

something. Rats laugh in

toilets I con'l cry over you

nerves.

my eyes. Oh, Dollar City,

anymore. My comic books
have

your

My

cuffs

ara

I'm

can do to yew. Oh God,

ttorewida
clearancet,
even your mallburgort! I,

order.

sweat

fallen

My

want to harvest your acret
of free parking...

longer

follows

and

in

suites,
your

BINGO!

quarters

make
I'm

living room
doubleknits,

this. You never rush my

dropping

would

the middle and left in the

sunken gardens, cinemas,

hot-panted,

it

difference.

tVigger

They know what the mall

heeled,

Your

commercial*

hew

high-

Your

broken windows.

mouth. That's true. I'm on

Dollar City, I don't deserve

halter-tapped,

it

your

I don't care. I love your

they

ever.

I

out

eyot.

Sirens

with

laundry.

frayed

liko Ulysses'

My

is empty.
up

Treat'*

anything and everything,

tmirking

diarrhea.

put

with

sit.

tmile

wild.

as

My

my

arches

have

I

ache

to

scream

How my palms
in

yewr

theatre*.

rotted

away

into

owl'*
eye*.
My
snowmobile's buried in

no

Hew I wish I hod Baby

the neighharhaad saowdilfl.

I'm

Moons and on overhead

Dollar

morning

cam. I'm tired I tell you. I

happened to the ejection

with Trotsky for a place

want to turn your carry-

seat? Tho shodowy reor

where the dry yellow sand

ewt* bite churches. I want

exitt?

catches

to

reverse? Why must I tit in

leaving

in

shadow
me.

the

nothing

but the

hide

behind

your

City,

First

gear

what

and

feelings about you Dollar

snowfences
and
do
nothing Oh, Dollar City,

City, but I am alone. Yew

your.

but

(creaming in the chimney?
Why mutt I go on? Why

did it to me. Ne parrot will
sit on my shoulder new.

recyclable.
Yew're
a
pimply two hundred year

yew let this happen to me?

Face

us has

old wet dream. You're a

overextended
himself.
Your leper* are ewt el

grade B movie running in

eye. I am net alone in my

it,

one

of

everything

slew motion with a sound-

o

dark

room with bat*

should I ge en? Why do
Do I deserve It?
Ye*.
Ne. CHECK ONE

i
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local briefs . . . .
Athletic speaker
Nell Jackson former Olympic competitor and
assistant director of athletics at Michigan State
University, will speak at 1 p.m. tomorrow in the Alumni
Room. Union.
Jackson will discuss her experiences in international
competition and the present and future states of women's
athletics
An informal rap session will follow the speech, which is
free and open to the public.

Thefts, damages
Suzanne Black, sophomore (Ed.I. yesterday reported
both hubcaps on the right side of her car were stolen
Damage was estimated at $20. The car was parked in Lot
6. south of the stadium
Mildred Oglesby yesterday reported a broken window
in the Kreisher-Darrow Dining Hall Damage was $17:.

Bookstore
The University Bookstore will be closed next week for
its annual inventory Students who plan to order caps and
gowns for December commencement therefore must
have their orders placed by tomorrow
No deposit is required when caps and gowns are
ordered Graduation announcements are available at the
bookstore

Slide show
The slide tape presentation "Bowling Green Today''
will be shown at 1 30. 2 IS. 3 and 3 45 this afternoon in the
University's Main Auditorium
The multimedia presentation, produced entirely by
University students, was originally prepared to acquaint
in-coming freshmen with the University It was shown
during freshmen orientation earlier this quarter
"Bowling Green Today" two weeks ago won
recognition at a national conference of orientation
leaders in Albuquerque, N Mex

Still life painting
Guy Palauola. professor of an at the University of
Michigan, will conduct a lecture and demonstration on
still life painting at 7 30 p m Mondav. Rm. 204, Fine Arts
Bldg
The event is free and open to the public

Delta Zeta
Welcomes Our
New Actives
Nancy Black
Nancy Collins
Sue Hugus
Holly Kish
Judy

Barb Kuzma
Terry Morrison
Peggy Resar
Da Nita Schnoes
Tkach

Shades' locks necessary talent
Review by
Daa Dlugonski
The current University
production of John Scott's
"Shades'' experiments with
the dramatic form Unfortunately, the cast and the
playwright lack the talent to
make the show succeed
"Shades" is two one-act
plays linked by the theme of
interracial sexual relations
The structures of the two
acts perhaps are loo parallel.
Act one. "The Actors."
concerns A.J Matinee, an
unemployed black actor
living with Serene, a white
actress. This play comments
on the inequalities and evils
of the acting profession, a
theme as old as buggy
whips.
Act two focuses on the

relationship of a white
graduate student and Melba.
a black woman. The evils of
the Vietnam War are thrown
at the audience, with nothing
new said.
FILM SEQUENCES accompanied by music are
used in both acts. Although
pleasant diversions, they
dissipate the play's force
instead of adding to it.
Also present throughout
the play Is Scott's Inability
to create whole, realistic
characters This is particularly detrimental to the
players.
A mixed chorus is onstage
for almost the entire play
They have potential, but
neither Scott, the University's playwright-in-residence. or director Allen
Kepke know quite what to do
with them

In "The Actors" players
other than the major ones
perform at the level of
talented high schoolers.
Emotional builds are jerky
and character motivation is
generally lacking
AS MATINEE, Derrick
Feagin. junior (AAS).
believes his physical presence is sufficient acting
Janis Porter, freshman
(Ed i. as Serene, tries to
look her best while gesturing
and smiling woodenly.
But because of the
players, the 2nd act nearly
works
Although at moments too
powerful. Kosmond Russell,
freshman 1A&S1. as Genie
the Namvet. generates
enough energy to enliven the
rest of the cast As Melba.
Barbara Williams, senior

lAtSi. almost succeeds in
creating a sensitive human
being
MOST UNSATISFYING
about both acts are the violent endings. If there is
some original social commentary in them, or anywhere else in this play. I
missed it, although I looked
very hard.
Scott uses many "hip"
cliches without putting
enough tension or contrast
behind them to create any
fresh meaning.
Dr. Briant Lee's set
startling, effective, and
well-suited to the play's
ambitions.
"Shades'' will be
presented through Saturday
at the Joe E. Brown Theater
in University Hall. Curtain
is 8 p.m.

Jazz Lab Band jive
The Bowling Green Stale
University Jazz Lab Band I
will begin its ISth year with
a concert at 8 tonight in the
Grand Ballroom. University
Union.
Directed by David Melle.
assistant professor of music,
the band will play a variety
of tunes by well-known com
posers and arrangers, including charts by Stan Kenton.
Buddy Rich and Woody
Herman.
The
18-member band
features Rich Perry on
tenor saxophone. Jack
Stuckey. alto, and Tom
Kirkpatrick
playing
trumpet The three are all

Lab Band soloists returning
from last year's band.
THE LAB BAND won 1st
prize in big bands in the 1970
Klmhursl College Jazz
Festival in Klmhursl. 111. At
last years festival saxophonist Perry won 1st place
as outstanding reed soloist
The Lab Band II. featuring
Scott
l.avendar, senior
(Musicl. and pianist in the
Jazz Lab Band I. will also
perform at the concert, the
1st of three planned for the
academic year
Tonight's concert is free
and open to thejMiblic

■£■»•• ««»llg||
ST NEED A NEW STYLE? 'I
• MONTY CATERS TO
■
GUYS and GALS
■
Stop in before vacation
for that new look

131

g

Call

m

W.Wooster MONTY'S 352 2611

There is a house on Sorority Row
The Chi O's all live there •
Everyone knows
For one night a year, they
all await
To have the BIGGEST party,
this side of the Gate
It's called Chee Omunga
And a King will be crowned
You see there's no other
party like it around.
So if you can make it on
Nov. 23rd
You'll see why the owl
is more than just a bird

b BEAUTY SALON

Congratulations
- FEATURING Ckar Broiled Sleaki u4
Ckopt
Fill Count Family DinMr
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Opra Tan tarn Sal. 7:JM
Saodayi ?:»-7:M

412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Dairy
Queen

Remember!

DAIRY QUEEN

THERE'S ANOTHER

has

BOOK SALE

3 KINDS OF HOT SOUPS
DAILY

AT

plus a wide selection of

HOT
SANDWICHES
Open Mon.-Sat. til Midnight,
Sunday til 11:30
434E.Wooster

,
naaMSMM-*

Congratulations
New Phi Mu
Officers:
Pres. • Karen Hunt
V. Pres. • Tara Jones
Treas. - Debbie Frazier
Asst. Treas. - Jill Henderson
Rush Chairman - Camille Bobrowski
Asst. Rush • Sherri Lasorella
Sr. Panhel • Pam Britt
Jr. Panhel • Cheryl Craig
Phi Trainer - Claudia Mohnacky
Asst. Trainer - Nancy Romey
Corresponding Sec. - Robyn Kercher
Recording Sec. • Julie Stevens
Social Chairman - Chris Geisler
Steward - Cathy Zoltai
Asst Steward - Dimple Wright
House Chairman - Vickie Wallace
Rush Counselors • Rindy Fritz
Sharon Dowers
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OVER 300 BOOKS
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Bugie endorses establishment

YEAM, I SUPPOX
YOUCOULD MAK£
ACASeFOUHAT..

of marijuana lobbyist branch
By Chick Eckstein
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BARGAIN ADMISSION FOR
ALL PERFORMANCES
ADULTS $1.00- CHILD 50«

NOVEMBER SPECIALS

NOW PLAYING

a'j'U'Lraa

"FOR PETE SAKE" 7:30
"WAY WE WERE" 9*0

BLISTIK
LIP BALM

- 2 GREAT STREISAND HITSFOR FUN AND COMEDY..

s.m>h..il»i<i.

Reg. 49'
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**<*•
Reg. $1.65

FOR LOVE AND ROMANCE
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KOTEX
TAMPONS

SELSUN BLUE
SHAMPOO
Box.
Reg. $3.35

«

ALPHA KERI
OIL
8 02
$229
Reg. $3.69
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Student Government Association (SGA) President
Douglas G. Bugie has
endorsed the establishment
of a University branch of the
Ohio Marijuana Coalition
(OMC).
The OMC is a lobbyist
group which, in conjunction
with the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORMLi. will
attempt to petition Ohio's
legislators to reduce the
state's present marijuana
laws, according to Michael
Kelley. OMC vice chairman.
BUGIE at last Sunday's
SGA meeting proposed that
the Student Senate support
OMC's efforts to create a
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

THURSDAYS
5-12.
'OMM

"International Coflee Hour", sponsored by French Club and World
Student Association. Today from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in Km 17.
International Lounge, of Williams Hall. Open to all.

• KcKI*

PH. 352-7571
B.6.

NowArmyROTC
Scholarships come in
4 convenient sizes:
ly&kt.

2years.
both men and women.
If you missed the
If that seems fair to
4-year Army ROTC
scholarship and figyou, write or phone
ured the issue was
us for details.
closed, you're only 25% correct.
Army ROTC. The more
Because if you're a successful you look at it, the better
college student, you can still win it looks.
a scholarship for the remaining
years of your undergraduate
work. Or, in some instances,
even for your graduate work!
Contact CPT. Thomas O Whipple
The Army ROTC scholarships
Army ROTC Department
pay tuition, books and lab fees.
Bowling Green State University
372-477 or stop in at
Plus $100 per month for up to
Room 157 Memorial Hall for details
10 months a year. And you earn
an officer's commission.
Scholarships are available for

4>ears.

The Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will bold a Bible study
tonight at 7:30 in the Alumni Room of the Union
The Child & Family Development Club will sponsor Mr. Galloway,
from placement, to speak tonight at 7 in the Living Center of the
Home Economics Bldg He will be speaking on placement, Ideas on
Job areas, and Inlervtewiag techniques

PABLIAIS
IOOMS.^VMM

Female roommate, winter and
spring, 334-13(5

am.fm radio Best offer Call
4*6-4521

2 f. rmmt wtr./spr. Call/come
see it. 353414*

Fender Rhodes 73 Key Piano
Excellent condition
Barely
used Only 7 mo old 3450 Call
Mike 547-0193. Clyde. O

Thursday, November 21.1*74
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THE
a BEDFORD WAY
TOGETHERI

IF APPROVED by the
Student Senate, the group
"could be established in a
matter of days." according
to Student Activities
Director Richard Lenhart
Lenhart said he could see
no problems in establishing
a University OMC branch

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

$144

Reg. $2.39

nothing but negative feedback from the council,
which represents the sororities on campus.
Fisher said he thought the
council not only "doesn't
understand" marijuana, but
they also "don't seem to be
an involved or informed
group" about the issue.
Sharon Hall, senior (Ed. I.
and Panhellenic Council
president, said the council's
biggest fear about endorsing
OMC is adverse reactions
they could receive from
national
sororities and
alumni.
One concern was possible
loss of funding from the
nationals and alumni if the
sororities were to endorse
such a
"controversial
issue." Hall continued

because the group does not
advocate the use of marijuana, only its decriminalization
Kelley said he hopes by
establishing OMC branches
on Ohio college campuses a
political force can be
tunneled toward the decriminalization drive.
Because of the closeness
of Bowling Green to the
OMC's headquarters in
Montpelier. the University
was chosen by Kelley and
Dick Fisher, the OMC chairman, as the starting point
for organized student participation in the fight for the
reduction of state marijuana
penalties.
FISHER HAS appeared
twice before the Panhellenic
Council. He said he received

branch on campus. "I
personally endorse the
OMC's activities and I am
optimistic that the Student
Senate will, too," Bugie
said.
Bugie said he informed
the senators of the group's
purpose and that a vote is
expected at this Sunday's
SGA meeting. "SGA support
of the OMC would have a
tremendous impact across
campus," Bugie added.

The Christian Science Organization will meet tonight at 1:15 in
Prout Chapel. This will be a Christian Science Testimony meeting
All are warmly invited
RIDES

TYPING DONE 35I-72S5

Anyone need ride to New York
Call Dave at 2-gM.

Free help avail in French. Call
Paul at 372-1743

Rider needed to Syracuse. New
York Mon 25th. 6pm Call 2
3168,

STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER Guaranteed safety
for your bike with inside
storage, only 310 BB*R 310 N.
Main 352-444». 354-5445.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST Ladles Bulova watch
initials and date on back Ph.
Marcia. Personnel. 372-2511.
LOST Red spiral notebook near
South College and Wooster Mon
morning 358-4302
LOST Wire-rimmed GLASSES
in hard gray case, between
Harshman L M So Call 37343*0.
HELP WANTED
Looking for ambitious, personable individual to operate
campus photographic business.
Offers opportunity to use and
develop full range of management and marketing skills.
Excellent profit potential We
have the system, experience,
and the desire to help For more
info, call collect, person-to-person for Dan Hays (4051M7-4747.
or write Candid Color Systems.
Box 25469. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73125
SERVICES OTTERED
CUSTOM
ENGAGEMENT
RINGS BY PHILIP MORTON
THE WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER. 515 CONNEAUT
BRIGGS SHOE REPAIR
behind State Savings 300 S
Main 10-5:M Daily, t-12Sat
ELECTRONIC SERVICE - All
brands of TV. tape, radio
products. Fast service RJ's
Appliance and TV. 303 S Mala
SI 353-2291.
AFGHANISTAN
ORIENTAL
CARPETS
Call WORDLY
GOODS for appointment 3M3W1

Abortion Information Service
Clime very close to area. 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist.
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle. Call
collect. 24 hour service 216-631
1557.
TYPING DONE 353*224.
Decisions'' Need to talk?
Emotional L Material Pregnancy Aid. 351-4334
Need PHOTOGRAPHS? Christmas specials, portraits, passports applications, senior
specials WE1SSBROD Studio.
133 W Wooster 354-H41.
CHRISTMAS SHOP EARLY
Monet and Trifarl Jewelry plus
Macrames at Low Prices. 355
Crtm Street 104 Sal Sun 5-10
Mon -Thurs
WANTED
1 female to share house starting
December 1st Own room.
171.35 p/mo. includes utilities
Chue tocampas 343-3033.
Nonsmoking female. ' grad
roommate, furnished apt., own
room. I70.0D plus utilities. 3*3T. nasal. bag aouse. *M/ month
CaDMargy«rV»x4a33-35»
1 a. reamt. wtr./tar. qtrs
Luther Apts. oa Maaville
WB/no CaU3t*4tU.
1 f. roommate Beaded winter
qtr. only 3M-477*.
Female roommate to share apt.
3*MB33

Student to teach piano Pay and
bra flexible. 333-4313
1 f. rmmt wtr. 4 spr. Cherry
Hill 352-5*44
1 f. rmmt. wtr. fc spr Cherry
HUM 3334044
1 male roommate, winter and
spring.
375 mo .
University
Village Call 352-315*.
1 female roommate for whiter
and spring at University Village
354-3351.
1 male rmmt- own room
Contact 372-2716 before 5. 353g4*»ait*r5.
PERSONALS
DEBBIE WOLFE - I'm prow?
you're my little Diamond - Your
BETA big DAVID.

Stereo - Concord CR-250, amp
miracord. trntb. Optimus 1. 3
wy spkrs Albs It Dscwhr. incl.
3525 Call 353-0334
Hockey skates: CCM site 11.
Excellent cood 2-1745.
Acoustic 271 Amp $1400 newasking $850 Gibson Les Paul
guitar $700 new - asking $375
W-M^JJave^
72 Nova SS. 350-4 brl. 3 sp..
autom. console, med brown
met blk vinyl top. blk vinyl int..
extra sharp. Call 352-0352.
before 4. after 3 372-2*11.
AKA1 GX • 3701) Stereo tape deck
Call 372-3758.
10 x 35 mobile w/t x 1] tipoul
$1800 823-7865

Pledgi - The Sisters are ready
for Chee Omunga are You?
Remember only 2 more
shopping days.

1963 BUICK needs repair but in
good condition 352-6112

In the Chee Omunga Jungle
there is always a King wboo will
wear the crown this year?

FOR RENT

MAOGIE - Did Friday's tea
rings BELL? D.T.S.
Two dogs and dog house Free.
Call 354-3343 Part bound
The SAE and Xi's really let the
good times roll The Xi's say
thanks for a smashing or should
we say crashing time
Rec majors tonight's the night!
CHERRY HILL PARTY room.

HI
REC MAJORS - swimming,
eating, people-meeting, fun and
games, learning names, dance a
dance, a drink perchance, a T
shirt boom, where CHERRY
HILL
PARTY
ROOM
TONIGHT!

71 Opel GT Excellent condition
372-3720 after 6

1 bedroom apt for sublease,
dishwasher, disposal. $160 mo
Available Dec 1 352-4317
2 bdrm. unfurn
Dec 1 353-6166

$185. Avail

Sublease 1 m needed immed
or winter qtr. $75 mo call aft
6. Kelly 353-9613
Sublet 2 bedroom turn apt 1
female winter & spring qtr
$75/ mo. 352-9375.
2 bed. I'i bath, turn apt
$200 mo. Call 352-43*4. 352-4754.
or 352-7914
Fum. apt.. 1 bedrm. for sublease available Dec 352-675*
evenings.

TOR SALE

Cherry Hill Village has apts
Rates start $200 mo fum or
unfurn qtrs «. half interest
leases avail Ph 3524248 Office
hours 9-5 Mon thru Fri. Sat. 1-5.
After hours & Sun. by appt 853
Napoleon Rd Suite 5

"71 Datsun. 31.00* mi Great gas
mileage. Mast sell. 373-47*2

Rentals, houses 4 apartments.
353-337*.

PANASONIC stereo. Includes
turntable, casctte player, am.
fm stereo radio, speakers.
Around $300 Like new 707 6th
St Apt. 11 3*4-14t3.

Single rooms for male students
near campus. 351-73*5 or 352*302

SOUND ASSOCIATES for
quality Hi-Fi at Ridiculously
Low Prices.

Opal rlag Size 5 Julie - 37257*4.
Masterwork automatic stereo

2 bdrm. unfurn Univ Village
301-01*4.
Fan. apt. 3 bdrm.. disposal
indoor heated pool, sauna 4
smwspool. ph 3»»3T* gHO/mo.
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Students examine financial aid status
r

By Mirci* Shuer
Exermivr Editor

much financial aid should be
awarded to (he student

While several universities
are reporting an increase in
the number ot students who
declare themselves independent of their parents when
applying (or financial aid.
the problem has not yet surfaced at the University,
according to Beryl D. Smith,
director of financial aids
A Fraternity Executive
Association (FEA I newsletter stated that many institutions are reporting more
parents are refusing to provide personal income data
needed to determine how

THERE HASNT been
any change in the amount of
students applying for independent status over the previous years." Smith said
There are always a
certain number of students
who consider themselves
independent of their parents,
but who do not meet requirements of the definitions set
by the federal and state
government." Smith said
The FEA newsletter said
more parents also are
claiming their students are
on their own" now. but

Smith said he is unaware of
any such increase.
'•There are often students
with personal problems,
such as parents who don't
want to assist the student
financially, who try to apply
for aid as independent students." he said
"But if they don't meet
the requirements, we can't
even consider their applications." he added
HOWEVER. SMITH said
more students are inquiring
about the definitions of independent status than in
previous years
"More students are asking

questions about the rules
and how they can qualify for
independent status." he
said. "But the number of
students meeting the
requirements or questioning
them is about the same "
The FEA newsletter said
changes in life style and
looser family structure,
along with legal adulthood
given to 18-year-olds, have
brought the old criteria into
question
However. Smith said he is
unaware of any litigation
pending concerning the defi-

nitions
status.

of

independent

TRADITIONALLY, stu
dents from 18 to 21 have
been considered for financial aid only in relation to
the portion of their education which their parents
could not afford to pay. the
newsletter said.
Smith said a redefinition
of independent status musi
come through changes ih the
state and federal laws.
Conditions which must be
met before a student can be
considered for independent

status apply to both the
calendar yean si in which
the aid is received and the
calendar year prior to the
academic year for which aid
is requested
To be eligible for consideration of independent
status a student must not
have or will not have:
-been claimed as a
Federal Income Tax exemption by any person other
than a spouse.
-receive financial assis
tance of more than (600
from parents:
-lived in parents' home

Law suit
YOUNGSTOWN (API-A Youngstown
man and wife have sued a dentist for
$1.25 million, contending the woman
suffered irreparable brain damage after
the dentist wired her jaws shut for
dieting
Cleveland attorney Ml. Heller filed
the damage suit Tuesday in Mahoning
County Common Pleas Court on behali
of Mr and Mrs John Creatura
The suit contends Ms
Creatura
became ill after Dr Thomas Sopkovich
wired her jaws shut last May and
recommended the liquid diet she should
follow
She entered a hospital last July
because of the illness and suffered a
cardiac arrest while hospitalized, the
suit alleges
It says she became "totally anoxuand that the condition resulted in
permanent arid irreversible brain
damage that has required her
hospitalization since and will require

AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER
ICE COLD

BEER & POP
TO GO
Specials good through Sunday
November 24
Da/ey

GRAYS
EVERYDAY I
WSCOUNI I
PRtCf

BEAUTY
CURL

NOW ONLY

'5.99

BADDOG
GJGOUDL
. V* ■»

.- -.

NOW ONLY

QUICK
CURLS

Nixon
WASHINGTON I API -A courtappointed medical team will examine
former president Richard M. Nixon at
his home in San Clemente. Calif . on
Monday to determine whether he is well
enough to testify in the Watergate coverup trial, it was announced today
Nixon's lawyer, Herber J Miller Jr.,
told U.S. District Judge John J Sirica
that the doctors wanted guidance on how
much background about Nixon's health
would be made public
"I don't want years of records
turned over to the public because I don't
think that is necessary." Miller told
Sirica at a session of the trial with the
jury absent.
The former president, hospitalized
twice in recent months with a phlebitiscaused blood clot in a leg. has been
subpoenaed by John I) Ehrlichman. his
former domestic counsel and one of the
five defendants in the cover-up
conspiracy trial

29.99

Lady Schick

hospital nursing and medical care for
the rest of her life.

10.99

Clairol
True to-Light

NOW ONLY

LIGHTED
MIRROR

17.99

Schick

NOW ONLY

FLEXAMATIC
SHAVER

21.99

Schick

NOW ONLY

HOT
LATHER
MACHINE

SOME DAY
MY PIZZA WILL

j

LOOK AT THESE-, |

Lady Schick
TIME MACHINE
Hair Dryer
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DISCOUNT
DRUGSTORES
Complete Prescription Service
Let Gray's fill vour Prescription

way o<ound So rw«t time you ie hoi tor puio. Call Domino \
You'll change yoiw turn- to Happy (Viy* Are Here Aqam

3527248

Th« Domino People arc pizza people, Period.

Prices Good Thru Sunday, November 24,1974

B

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

THUR. IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

CINEMA I

1

NOW PLAYINfl

7:15-9:30

Thursday thru Saturday
DO NOT FORGET THURSDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL!

352-5221

STADIUM
VIEW
PLAZA

"AWONI)KHKUI.("()MKI)Y...N()T LIKE ANY
OTHER HCTtyRET
Pauline Kael
"ART CARNEY GIVES THE
PERFORMANCE OF HIS
CAREER, A CERTAIN
NOMINEE FOR THE
NEXT OSCAR."

THIS COUPON GOOD

-(•■hlaoMriWlK

at the Gigolo

FRI. OR SAT. NOV. 22 OR 23
ADMIT ONE FREE

FAST, fASt * AS?

rVlN.-T.rkl

MTftTONTCr*
HELD OVER!
2nd Week

CINEMA II

7:15-9:45

•UIMGCft PAINS.
When you order dinner at McOonakJ's, it s no sooner said than done

PARAMOUNT PICtUMS PHI SI NTS

AN ALBERT S RUOOY PRODUCTION

BURT REYNOLDS
"THE
LONGEST YARD"
....

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ALL SEATS '1.00

an exotic tapestry of emotions,
sensations and ideasone step beyond experience!

guests
' Jim Buckley *
Or Albert Elds
AJ GoWslem /Jell Rund/ Tom. Ungerer/ The Select Scene
AN AMlPMiA PICTURES RELEASE

RATED X-NO ONE UNDER 17

to
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Swami
says:

Cagers divide forces tonight
By Dick Reef
Aniium Sports Editor
Basketball fans can gel a
"sneak preview" of what to
expect for the* upcoming
winter when the Falcon
basketball squad engages in
its inirjsiiu.nl exhibition
tonight
Tip oil time is slated for
7:30 p.m. In Anderson Arena

while JV mentor Mike
Ehrenfried will guide the
White squad
The Orange team is made
up of Cornelius Cash. John
Arnold. Dan Hipsher, Andre
Richardson. Ron Hammye.
Larry Wingate. Dave Sutton
and Jim Feckley
Skip Howard and Mark
Cartwright headline the
White team which also

as the local hoopsters square
off In the annual Hall of
Fame game
Tickets for the game are
50 cents for students and $1
for adults
TWO SQUADS of fairly
equal strength will match
their talents in the game.
Assistant coach Don Purvis
will coach the Orange unit.

Indiana favored in tourney
By l.iurl teach
Still Writer
This weekend's MidAmerican Invitational at the
Napoleon Aquatic (enter
should be really exciting'
according to BG women's
swim coach. Jean Campbell
"I think we can out-swim
any of the teams at the
meet, but we don't have the
diving contingency we
need." said Campbell
TWO DIVING events, one
meter and three-meter

diving,
will be held
tomorrow night
Bowling
Green's divers might
experience problems with
the three-meter diving in
particular
"Our girls never get to
practice three-meter diving,
because the diving facilities
at the Natatorium are too
shallow." said Campbell
BG's diving squad has also
been plagued with illness
and injuries
"Indiana University has
an Olympic diving coach and
should dominate diving."

Cross-country awards
Falcon cross-country coach Mel Brodt has announced the
winners of several post-season harrier awards
Dan Cartledge. the number six runner on the varsity
squad, was named the "outstanding freshman runner."
Junior transfer student Tim Zumbaugh. who qualified for
next week's NCAA championships, was tabbed the team's
"Most Valuable."
Sophomore Dan Dunton, who was not a regular starter in
1973. moved up to the BG number two spot to gain the "Most
Improved" award.
Brodt said these runners, plus senior co-captains Bruce
Vermilyea and Tom Preston, will receive plaques.
Although the team set no individual or course records this
season, both Zumbaugh and Dunton were named to the allleague teams, and Zumbaugh won the first annual Falcon
Invitational. -Masek

Campbell said.
"Both
Indiana and the University
of Cincinnati have strong
teams They should make it
(the Invitational I a very
close meet "
Other schools competing
are Oberlin. Ohio University.
Western Michigan.
Marshall.
Miami and
DePauw.
Campbell said she expects
Bowling Green to do well in
the relays, especially the 400
freestyle and 200 freestyle
The 400 freestyle consists of
all-Americans Barb McKee.
Valerie
Newall. Becky
Siesky and Betsy Fisher
while Gail Sailer. Fisher.
Siesky and Newall swim the
200 freestyle.

STATE STREET INN
is open fui lunch offering:
BEER «WINE • SAM B's SUBS
107 State St.

4&

WE «mr
SERVICE
ALL MAKES
AND MODELS

1

1

includes Norvain Morgan.
Jay Underman. Steve
Cooper. Doug Sanker and
Greg Wilson.
JEFF MONTGOMERY.
still sidelined with a knee
injury, will not play.
Sanker is a freshman
walk-on. while Wilson is
attempting to play once
again. The 6-3 senior, who
transferred from the University of Illinois, could not
play last year because of a
knee injury.
He was not supposed to

■

play this year either, as
doctors and trainers said the
knee was not strong enough
to play on However, with
the injury to Montgomery.
Wilson is back in action. He
will be watched closely
tonight by head coach Pay
Haley.
"Wilson could help us, as
long as his knee holds up."
Haley said yesterday as he
watched his team go through
drills
HALEY, who will witness

leers top Bucks
The Falcon hockey crew won its third consecutive
encounter last night by defejting rival Ohio State, 5-2.
at the Fairgrounds Coliseum in Columbus
Doug Ross scored two goals for BG while centers
Bob Dobek. Dave Easton and Mike Hartman had one
goal apiece. Hartman also notched two assists in the
hotlv-contested game.
The Falcon defensemen foiled OSU offensive rushes
most of the evening as BG goalie Al Sarachman
blocked 23 shots on goal. Rival goalie Dan Stergiou
had 33 saves in the losing effort
The BG skaters will return home to play Buffalo in a
two-game series tomorrow and Saturday night
Faceoff time for both games is 7.30p.m.

|

tonight's action from the
stands, said he is hopeful
that the contest will help get
the players mentally prepared for the upcoming
season.
"The main thing we will
be looking for is competitiveness," he said "We
want to find the players who
can play and do the job for
us."
Haley also will be closely
scrutinizing the Falcon
backcourt operators tonight
With Montgomery out. none
of the guards have BG varsity experience.
"The thing .we'll be
looking for is to get our
backcourt going." the BG
mentor said "Every guard
out there is inexperienced,
as far as playing at Bowling
Green is concerned "

Bowling Green
over San Diego
St. by 7 points
Ohio State
over Michigan
by 20 points

352-1215
FALCON PIZZA
&

MINI SUB SHOP

Basketball Tonite!
BGSU VARSITY
INTRASQUAD GAME

FFJEtbtUYiW
Pizza

— A 1974-75 Season Preview —
7:30 p.m. • Anderson Arena

9"-12"-14"
Sausage, Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Peppers,
Onions, Beef, Ham, Bacon & Black Olives

DISHOP
DATSUN

SUBS-13 Kinds
Mini

Large

•1.30
•1.30
•1.25
•1.30
•1.25
•1.30
•1.25
•1.30
•1.05
•1.15
•1.15
•1.15
•1.15

•1.85
•1.85
•1.75
•1.85
•1.75
•1.85
•1.75
•1.85
•1.35
•1.70
•1.70
•1.70
•1.70

HOT or COLD

N. Dixie Hwy.

Roast Beef
Mixed Meat

353-5271

Ham

*§»

HOWARD'S
TICKETS AT THE GATE
(All Seats General Admission)

Adults
Students

'1.00
• .50

Ham & Cheese
Bologna
Bologna & Cheese
Salami
Salami & Cheese
Cheese
Hot Sausage
Hot Meatballs
Tuna Salad
Chicken Salad

352-1215

BE THERE!

If you've been saving
up for JBL, stop.
The people who make those superb, expensive loudspeakers announce The
Decades: three, new superb, not-so-expensive
loudspeakers.
LI6 Compact Two way system for $135.
L26 Two-Way system for $156. L36 Threeway system for $198.
One of these days, you're going to own
JBL, right? Well, friend, this is one of those
days.

CANDLE WAX
10 lb. slab-Reg.'3.99

Special

$

2.99

with your purchase of a
CANDLEMAKING KIT or a
CANDLE MOLD
Cor. of
N. Main
&
Court

tie
jfrenrjj £not

'</ You can hear us everywhere)
(419)354-4322*3 ? 8750
248 South Main Street, Bowling Green, Ohio

Crafts
&

Gifts

Open Monday-Friday 10 AM. to 9 PM . Saturday 10 AM to 5.30 P.M

MOTMMMBMBBa

your head
supplies at

U.A.O. presents

SAM B'S
PARTY STORE

WEIL FRAME IT

WOODY HERMAN
IN CONCERT

offering a full line of pipes,
papers, clips, incense, etc.
CHEAP!

Sunday, Nov. 24
8:00 P.M.
Grand Ballroom
TICKETS: $4 reserve
$3 gen. admission
WOODY HUMAN

332 S. MAIN
Discount Picture Framing
Photography
Needlepoint
• Mats cut

tt

• Paintings
• Prints

Friendly Courteous Service »i
|M

10-5JO
tat 104
333-30I1

tfurftmt

